Prehistoric Mammals Field Trip

Rotations:

--How Big?: Students will work in teams to determine the size of various prehistoric mammals using math skills and footprints. (Grades 4+)

--Match the Mammals: Students must match the legs, bodies, and heads of different prehistoric mammals.

--Scavenger hunt of the entire museum.

Teachers can book a 1.5 hour tour: either the entire Prehistoric Mammals field trip or a customized tour featuring a scavenger hunt and any two hands-on activities offered at the museum.

Groups of less than 50 may choose a guided tour instead of a scavenger hunt.

A 4-station field trip option is available for schools with over 80 students.

These programs meet TEKS in Social Studies for grades K-8 and high school, including: history of Texas to 1820s; using resources and meeting human needs; reasons for exploration and colonization; social studies skills; teamwork and problem solving.

See our website for full TEKS alignments: www.MuseumOfTheCoastalBend.org/Groups